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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

FEELIN’ THE HEAT WITH 

DESTINATION: SCIENTOLOGY, MIAMI 

Los Angeles, CA – August 31, 2019 – Scientology Network’s DESTINATION: 

SCIENTOLOGY, the weekly travelogue series that takes viewers inside 

Scientology Churches all around the world and discovers what makes each one 

unique, presents an episode featuring Miami, Florida.  

DESTINATION: SCIENTOLOGY airs Mondays at 9 p.m. ET/PT on Scientology 

Network. 

ABOUT DESTINATION: SCIENTOLOGY, MIAMI 

Miami, Florida. A tropical paradise unlike any other, it is a sultry melting pot of 

many different customs and cultures, spiced with a lot of Latin heat. This unique 

combination has created a city unmatched by any other in the world. And at its 

heart is the thriving art scene, popular beach destinations and an international 

trade with South America. On US Highway 1, nestled amid the storied bohemian 

ambience of Coconut Grove and the international gold-collared town of Coral 

Gables, is the Church of Scientology. 

In this episode viewers will get a taste of Miami through the eyes of local Church 

members, both staff and Scientologists alike. Through their strong sense of 

community and a purpose to bring real help, they provide citizens of all 

backgrounds with ways to better the world. Along the way are great diversions at 

the world-famous Miami Beach, a cruise down Ocean Drive with its art deco 

splendor on full display and a visit to some of the city’s most popular eateries. It’ll 

bring you so close you will practically taste the heat of Miami. 
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The Scientology Network debuted on March 12, 2018. Since launching, the 

Scientology Network has been viewed in 238 countries and territories worldwide 

in 17 languages. Satisfying the curiosity of people about Scientology, the network 

takes viewers across six continents, spotlighting the everyday lives of 

Scientologists; showing the Church as a global organization; and presenting its 

social betterment programs that have touched the lives of millions worldwide. The 

Network also showcases documentaries by Independent filmmakers who represent 

a cross section of cultures and faiths, but share a common purpose of uplifting 

communities. 

Broadcast from Scientology Media Productions, the Church’s global media center 

in Los Angeles, the Scientology Network can be streamed at scientology.tv and is 

available through satellite television on DIRECTV Channel 320, mobile apps and 

via the Roku, Amazon Fire and Apple TV platforms. 

CONTACT: 

Media Relations 

(323) 960-3500 

mediarelations@churchofscientology.net 
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